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GROUND MOBILE FORCES
TACTICAL SATELLITE TERMINALS

Stephen F. Rurak
Project Engineer

US Army Satellite Communications Agency
Fort Monmouth, NJ

ABSTRACT

To supplement its communication capabilities, the US Army has developed a family of
small, mobile, relatively low cost, Satellite Communications Terminals. Designated as
AN/TSC-85 and AN/TSC-93, the Ground Terminals provide Satellite Communication
links using the SHF Band. The terminals have a similar design resulting in a high degree of
commonality allowing for lower logistics and operational costs. A special signal
processing equipment permits nodal (multi-point) and non-nodal (point-to-point)
communications. Both terminals are designed to operate from a standard, field power
generators as well as from a variety of other power sources. The terminals can establish
communications within thirty minutes of arrival on site.

INTRODUCTION

A practical and reliable communication is a recognizable need for the success of any
military or civilian task. In recent years, communication thru satellite has established itself
as a relatively inexpensive, viable means of communication, especially when factors such
as range, terrain, and operational requirements are considered.

The US Army through its Ground Mobile Forces Satellite Communications (GMFSC)
Program, has committed itself to provide practical and reliable satellite communications to
those components of the Army, Marine Corps and Air Force engaged in land combat
operations.

In the overall concept, the GMF satellite communications will augment or replace
communication links or connectivities, which until now, were provided by conventional
systems. It should be stressed, that the conventional systems, such as: line-of-sight (LOS)
radio relay, tropo scatter, or high frequency single sideband radios will not be completely
supplanted, but alternately will be employed if conditions, or more simply convenience.
and availability dictate their use. However, the introduction of the satellite communication



capability, as has already been field proven, will significantly improve command and
control communications, and reduce the number of conventional radio equipments
delivered to the field.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Satellite communication is well recognized for its advantages over the terrestrial system. It
overcomes limitations, and solves some of the problems intrinsic in the terrestial systems.
For example, the satellite communications offer:

a.  Freedom from siting restrictions. The terminals do not require prominent terrain, special
sites or special preparation of sites for deployment.

b.  Greatly extended communications range, without the use of relays. A range of up to
9000 miles is not unusual.

c.  High mobility and rapid emplacement. A terminal can become operational within one
half hour of arrival on site.

d.  Relative immunity from signal propagation problems.

The disadvantages, although not many, nonetheless, still exist. They are inherent and
unique to the system, rather than the mode of operation. For example:

a.  The number of terminals which can access any one satellite is heavily dependent on the
satellite transponder capacity and the antenna configuration.

b.  Problems related with jamming.

THE SPACE SEGMENT

Military satellites used by GMF are in synchronous orbit, and are positioned for
worldwide coverage.

The GMF Satellite Communications System which is currently entering service, and is the
topic here, is the Super High Frequency (SHF), Multichannel, full duplex, high data rate,
terminal complement designated as AN/TSC-85 and AN/TSC-93. It operates through the
Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS II) satellite.

The DSCS II satellites are in synchronous orbit, and are positioned to provide worldwide
coverage. The earth coverage consists roughly of four (4) regions: Atlantic Ocean, Indian



Ocean, West Pacific and East Pacific. Each region has its own active satellites. The
regions may overlap, such that, for example, an AN/TSC-85 terminal located in Europe
may be able to access either the Atlantic Ocean or the Indian Ocean satellite. Each satellite
is spin-stabilized with the payload of communication electronics mounted on a despun
platform, which is always pointed to earth. Two steerable antennas are provided, one
narrow coverage and one area coverage. The narrow coverage antenna illuminates
approximately 900 miles diameter footprint on the surface of the earth. The area coverage
illuminates somewhat larger footprint.

In addition, two earth coverage antennas are available. The earth coverage antennas are
cross-coupled with the narrow and area coverage antennas, thus allowing the signals to be
transmitted or received through any antenna combination. For example, communications
may be received by an earth coverage antenna and transmitted by a narrow or area
coverage antenna or vice versa.

The wide-bandwidth, low distortion repeater in the satellite enables multiple carrier
frequency division and spread spectrum multiple access for transmission of voice and
digital data. The repeater is capable of linear, quasilinear and hard limiting operation. Gain
adjustments can be commanded from earth. Figure 1 shows the cross section view of the
DSCS II satellite, and Figure 2 shows the operational frequency plan for the DSCS II.

SYSTEM CONCEPT

The intermediate development of SHF multichannel tactical satellite communication
terminals, which meet full military specifications, has been finalized.

The terminals are in truck-mounted configurations, emphasizing quick reaction and
operational flexibility. The basic differences between the two terminal types are in the
areas of baseband multiplex equipment, subsystem redundancy, and in the nodal and non-
nodal capabilities. The nodal function provides for one terminal to simultaneously support
full duplex multichannel links to as many as four widely dispersed destinations. The
concept is visualized in Figure 3, which shows a nodal terminal at Corps linking four (4)
Divisions in atypical field connectivity. The nodal terminal transmits a combined digital
stream of up to 96 full duplex voice/data channels on a single RF carrier; twenty-four
channels per each Division destination. Each one destination decombines its particular
group of 24 channels and consequently releases them to users. On the return path, each of
the four Division destinations transmit their particular 24 channels to the nodal station on a
uniquely assigned transmit frequency carrier. These four carriers are received separately,
demodulated and decombined by the nodal terminal. The digital combining and
decombining process avoids the need for multicarrier operation and the attendant 



intermodulation problems. This same system is used in Division to Brigade links, in which
case the nodal terminal is located at Division level.

The need for the different terminal configurations of varied capabilties is derived from the
different user needs of the Amy, Marine Corps and Readiness Command.

The control of the system is accomplished through a Network Control Terminal (NCT),
designated as AN/MSQ-114. The NCT is equipped with an Automatic Communications
Monitor (ACM), which monitors the repeater output in frequency and amplitude and
gathers data for each signal access. With this data, supplemented by Network Terminal
status and link performance information from the user networks, the ACM can compute
the conditions necessary to maintain the system power balance and repeater operating
point. The NCT provides control communications for up to 50 network teminals.

TERMINAL DESCRIPTION

NODAL TERMINAL AN/TSC-85

This terminal is used primarily by the Army and Marine Corps at Headquarters, Corps, and
Division levels. It is a multipoint, trunking terminal; transmitting a single multiplexed, high
data rate carrier and receiving from one to four independent carrier frequencies. The
electronic equipment is contained in a S-250 shelter which in turn is mounted on a W-300
truck. A companion power trailer (PU-619/G Modified) is used for stowage of antenna
parts and other assemblage items during transport. When operational, the power trailer
provides 115 VAC primary power source from its generator unit. The AN/TSC-85
terminal is shown in Figure 4 and the Power Trailer in Figure 5.

During terminal deployment, the antenna is ground mounted on a special double tripod
frame structure to help maintain antenna pointing on the satellite during various wind
loading conditions. The antenna group consists of an 8 foot parabolic reflector with the
feed and antenna mounted electronics, and the elevation and cross-elevation drives. The
drives are activated by the antenna Servo Control Unit (SCU). Satellite tracking is
accomplished by a random step scan using the received communications signal as the
source which provides signals for the SCU which is driving the linear actuators.

The terminal contains a Tactical Satellite Signal Processor (TSSP) for combining of up to
four (4) data streams into a single high data rate stream of up to 96 channels of PCM. This
combined data stream feeds the digital modem which impresses the data onto a 70 MHz
carrier using differential encoded PSK modulation. The 70 MHz signal in turn, is
translated to the SHF frequency transmit band by an Upconverter Unit and amplified by
the High Power Amplifier (HPA) prior to transmission to the satellite by the antenna. The



Upconverter unit contains a frequency synthesizer which permits frequency selection in
100 KHz steps across the transmit band from 7.9 GHz to 8.4 GHz.

In the receive portion of the terminal a redundant low noise parametric amplifier provides a
maximum system noise temperature of 300EK in conjunction with the remaining portions
of the receiver. Four (4) Downconverter units are used for reception of the four
independent FDMS signals.

Frequency synthesizer units are used in the SHF receive band of 7.25 GHz to 7.75 GHz.
As in the upconverter, frequency selection is provided in 100 KHz steps. The four (4)
downconverted signals interface with four (4) digital modems which extract the data
streams and furnish them to the receive section of the TSSP. The TSSP provides the
appropriate level shifts and sends the four data streams to the Mux Van for proper
demultiplexing and D/A conversion to the voice frequency band.

NON-NODAL TERMINAL AN/TSC-93

This terminal is used by the Amy and Marine Corps at Corps and Brigade echelons. The
terminal is a non-nodal or a point-to-point terminal, capable of transmitting and receiving
on a single carrier 6/12/24 channels of voice frequency or data signals. Extensive tradeoff
analysis emphasizing a self-contained terminal and still conforming to tactical weight and
size limitations have dictated elimination of redundancy in this terminals The electronic
equipment is housed within a S-250 shelter and mounted for transport on a W-300 truck.
Power trailer is the same as that used by the AN/TSC-85. Entry for 24 voice channels is
provided and selection of digital or analog operation is made on a channel basis. The
antenna and the terminal operation is similar to the AN/TSC-85.

The terminals require less than 30 minutes to be placed into full operation by a four man
crew after arrival at an operating site, even in adverse weather conditions.

The mean-time-between failure exceeds 850 hours for a single string configuration, and the
maximum-time-to-repair can be accomplished within one hour at 95% of the time. The
electrical and mechanical design has been based on an expected useful life of 15 years.

CONCLUSION

The satellite communication terminals described above have proven highly successful in
the system evaluation test programs and the limited operational deployment exercises,
where they have been utilized extensively. Deployment of the production units currently
schedulted for the early 80’s and featuring a number of improvements over the existing
models, will provide the users with a long sought after communications capability.



 FUTURE TRENDS

At this time, almost all of the military satellite communication networks have been
designed to operate via a relatively simple satellite transponder. Namely, a signal is
received, enhanced, and retransmitted back to earth. The future satellite communication
networks are likely to strive for improvements in such parameters as flexible connectivity
among user terminals, greater efficiency in utilization of satellite power and bandwidth,
and resistance to interference. In achieving these objectives satellite on-board processing
will be used. That, together with appropriate combinations of ground terminal capabilities
such as PM TDMA, DAMA and Coding will offer a real potential for increased
effectiveness of the tactical satellite terminals. The ground terminals themselves are also
subject to improvement, with the trend going to utilizing higher frequency bands for
transmission, and improved antenna designs such as electronically steerable phased arrays.
This may well result in greatly improved reliability as well as much quicker setup and tear-
down times, lighter weight, and of course greater mobility.
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